FREESTANDING SECURITY BENCH

SEAT STYLE B
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• Standard and custom sizes available
• Perforated style for ease of cleaning and
maximum hygeine
• Smooth surface for comfortable seating
• Stainless steel floor mounting plates for
bolting to the floor for additional safety

•
•
•
•

Ultra vandal resistant
Anti-ligature design
Fully welded, heavy duty construction
Radiused edge for added safety and ease
of cleaning

The BRITEX Stainless Steel Freestanding Security Bench Seat Style B is perfectly suited for
application in detention facilities due to its reliable and robust construction. The stainless
steel vandal-proof and anti ligature design makes it an ideal choice for detention/ correctional
environments. Multiple stainless steel floor mounting plates for bolting to the floor make the
bench seat ultra vandal resistant and reduces the risk of tampering. The combination of
perforated holes and radiused edge construction allows for ease of cleaning and added safety
while also preventing the risk of harmful use.

BRITEX S.S. Freestanding Security Bench Seat Style B - 1800mm x 498mm x 430mm - Product Code
US-SF-B

*RED TEXT may denote a variable where one option only is to be selected, a nominal dimension that needs to be specified, or an optional
feature that can be removed if not required. Please refer to the back of this page for additional specification details and options.

VISIT BRITEXUSA.COM TO DOWNLOAD THE MOST CURRENT PRODUCT LITERATURE.

BRITEX USA
17032 Roseton Ave, Artesia, CA, 90701
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We are an internationally recognised company, represented
in:

Details provided herein are samples only, each design
is dependant upon its particular application equirements
and working conditions. Feel free to contact Britex for a
quotation based on your specific project requirements.
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Allow 2" tolerance for setout dimensions given in these drawings.
As BRITEX is always committed to improving on design and quality,
it is possible that some details may alter without notice.
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This drawing remains the property of BRITEX METAL
PRODUCTS Co. Pty Ltd and cannot be copied or
reproduced without their express written approval. No
liability will be accepted for their use by any other party.
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When specifying this
product please include:

• Product Name and Code
• Product Dimensions
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• Custom Sizes

options
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development, details are subject to change without notice.
Details accurate at time of print.
Please refer to britex.com.au for the most current product information.
Allow +/- 5mm tolerance for dimensions and setouts shown in product literature.
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